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1. INTRODUCTION
 .In this paper we consider two separate but related problems: 1 condi-
tions on a bounded or unbounded finitely additive measure m necessary
p .and sufficient for the Lebesgue spaces L X, F, m to be complete and
 .2 conditions under which a finitely additive measure n has a Radon]
Nikodym derivative with respect to an unbounded finitely additive measure
m using either Dunford's first integral or the integral approach developed
w xby Maharam 11 .
w xFor a bounded finitely additive measure m, Green 9 put forth condi-
tions for completeness of the Lebesgue spaces involving the Stone space of
y1 4.Frm 0 , but these conditions were shown not to be necessary by
w xBhaskara Rao and Aversa 3 . Since then, several correct characterizations
w xof completeness of the Lebesgue spaces have appeared 1, 7, 8, 10 , only
 w x.one of which Gangopadhyay 7 considered the unbounded case.
w xRadon]Nikodym derivatives figure into the characterizations in 1, 10 .
However, none of these characterizations explicitly treats the problem
y1 4.from the perspective of the Stone space of Frm 0 .
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Section 2 deals with bounded measures. We show that one of Green's
conditions by itself is necessary and sufficient for the Lebesgue spaces to
be complete. In Section 3, we consider unbounded finitely additive mea-
sures. Some of the characterizations of completeness known in the bounded
case, modified appropriately, carry over while others fail. These results
lead naturally in Section 4 to a Radon]Nikodym theorem for unbounded
finitely additive measures. In addition, absolute continuity and weak abso-
lute continuity with respect to an unbounded finitely additive measure m
are characterized using norm convergence and net convergence of indefi-
nite integrals. Some of Armstrong's L p completeness conditions for
w x w xbounded measures 1 relate to Maharam's approach to integration 11
which is more general than Dunford's first integral when m is unbounded.
In Section 5, we develop a Radon]Nikodym theorem for that integral and
consider completeness of the related L p spaces.
2. THE BOUNDED CASE
Throughout, F is a field of subsets of a set X. A measure is a finitely
additive function defined on a field of sets or a boolean algebra with
values in the extended real numbers and at least one finite value. A
w xmeasure is positi¨ e if its range lies in 0, ` . For a positive measure m on
 .  .F, N s N m represents the ideal of m-null sets of F, S s S m represents
Ãthe Stone space of FrN, and F denotes the field of clopen subsets of S.
Ãw xFor any E g F, E is the element of FrN containing E and E is the
Ã Ã .  .corresponding subset of S. On F, m is the copy of m given by m E s m E .Ã Ã
For a positive measure m, m has countably additive extensions to the BaireÃ
and Borel s-fields of S which are unique whenever m is bounded. We will
continue to use m to represent these extensions.Ã
Let m and n be positive measures. We say that m and ¨ are separated if
 4  4there are increasing sequences V and W in F with disjoint unions suchn n
 .  .  .that for each positive integer m, ¨ W s m V s lim n X R V sm m nª` n
 .  4  4.  .lim m X R W s 0 and call V , W a separation of n , m . Thenª` n n n
 .   .infimum of m and n is the measure defined by m n n E s inf m E l A
 . 4q n E R A : A g F ;m k n is defined similarly. These definitions can
also be used for signed measures as long as one of the two measures is
q y  .bounded. In particular, m s m k 0, m s ym k 0, and the ¨ariation of
5 5 q y y qm is the measure m s m q m . If m and m are separated, the
corresponding separation is a Hahn separation. A measure n is a compo-
 .nent of m if 0 F n F m and n n m y n s 0. We say that m is self-sep-
arated if for each component n , n and m y n are separated. For m G 0, m*
 .   . 4  .is defined by m* A s inf m E : A : E, E g F . The standard « y d
definition of absolute continuity, symbolized by n < m, is used.
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We will use Dunford's first integral and follow the related definitions
w x w x   . 4and notation of 6 . Thus, E f g A s x g E: f x g A , where E is
p .suppressed if E s X, and L X, F, m consists of equivalence classes of
< < pmeasurable functions f for which f is m-integrable. The main theorem
of this section relies on
w xTHEOREM 1 10, Theorem 5.2 . Let m be a bounded positi¨ e measure on
p .a field F of subsets of a set X. Then L X, F, m is complete for all
1 F p - ` if and only if m is self-separated.
THEOREM 2. Let m be a bounded positi¨ e measure on a field F of subsets
p .of a set X. Then L X, F, m is complete for all 1 F p - ` if and only if
e¨ery open set U in the Stone space of FrN has m-null boundary.Ã
p .Proof. Suppose L X, F, m is complete for 1 F p - `. Let U be an
 .  open subset of the Stone space S of FrN. Define n by n A s sup m A
Ã. 4l E : E g F, E : U , A g F, and let t s m y n . Since n n t s 0, n is a
 4  4.  .component of m. By Theorem 1 there is a separation V , W of n , t .n n
Ã ÃWe may arrange this so that V : U for each n. Also, W l U s B forn n
Ã Ã  .each n since otherwise W l U contains a clopen set E with m E ) 0n
 .  .  .  .leading to the absurdity 0 - m E s m E l W F n W q t E s 0.n n
Ã ÃThus U : S R W and since the latter set is closed, U : S R W . Hence,n n
Ã Ã .  .  .   ..U R U : S R W l S R V , yielding m* U R U F m X R W j VÃn n n n
 .  .  .F n X R V q t X R W . Thus m* U R U s 0.Ãn n
For the converse assume that each open subset of S has m-nullÃ
boundary and let n and t satisfy m s n q t and n n t s 0. For each n,
 .obtain A , B g F satisfying A j B s X, A l B s B, and n B qn n n n n n n
yny3 ` Ã .  .  .  .  .t A - 2 . With U s D A , n U s n S s n X and t U FÃ Ã Ãn k nsk n k k
` Ã yky1 . t A - 2 where n and t also represent the countably additiveÃ Ã Ãnsk n
Ãextensions of n and t to the Baire s-field of S, which is generated by F.Ã Ã
Each U is an open Baire set, being the union of clopen sets, so byk
 .assumption m U R U s 0. Choose clopen sets H : S such that U RÃ k k k k
 . yky1  .  .U : H and t H - 2 . Then C s U j H is clopen, n C s n XÃ Ãk k k k k k k
 . yk `and t C - 2 . Thus, C s F C is a closed Baire set for whichÃ k ks1 k
 .  .  .  .  .n C s n X , t C s 0 and hence t S R C s t X . Similarly, sinceÃ Ã Ã
W s S R C is an open Baire set, there is a m-null closed Baire setÃ
 .H = W R W. Then V s S R W j H and W are disjoint open Baire sets
 .   ..  .  .  .  .satisfying n V s n C l S R H s n C s n X and t W s t X .Ã Ã Ã Ã
Since V and W are open Baire sets, each is a countable union of clopen
Ã Ã 4  4sets. Choose V , W g F such that V and W are increasing sequences,n n n n
Ã ÃjV s V and jW s W. Since m is countably additive on the BaireÃn n
Ã Ã .  .  .  .  .  .  .s-field of S, m V ­ m V s n V s n X and m Wn ­ m W s t W sÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãn
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 .  .t X . A separation of n , t can now be constructed using the sequences
n n Ã Ã .  .V R D W and W R D V and the fact that n W s t V s 0 forÃ Ãn ks1 k n ks1 k k k
all k.
The corollary below relates separation of measures and concentration
on disjoint open sets of the Stone space of a quotient boolean algebra. A
 .   .measure m is concentrated on a set A : X if m X s sup m E : E g F,
4E : A .
COROLLARY. Two bounded positi¨ e measures m and n on a common
field F are separated if and only if the corresponding measures m and n on theÃ Ã
 .Stone space of FrN n q m are concentrated on disjoint open sets.
Ã 4  4Proof. If m and n are separated by W and V , then DW s W andn n n
ÃjV s V provide the desired open sets in the Stone space.n
For the converse, suppose m and n are concentrated on disjoint openÃ Ã
sets W and V. Let m and n also represent the unique extensions as regularÃ Ã
countably additive measures to the Borel s-field of the Stone space of
 .  .FrN n q m . Choose compact sets C : W such that m W R C - 1rnÃn n
Ãfor each n. Using compactness, choose W g F such that C : W : W.n n n
 4Similarly obtain a sequence V for n . Elementary set operations nown
yield a separation of m and n .
Other Characterizations, Bounded Case. The Jordan completion of F,
denoted by F, consists of A : X such that for every « ) 0 there are sets
 .B, C g F satisfying B : A : C and m C R B - « . Let m also represent
the unique extension of m to F. In later sections we will also use this for
unbounded m, but in this discussion we assume that m is bounded unless
w x p .indicated otherwise. Greco 8 showed that L X, F, m is complete if and
 4only if for every increasing sequence A in F there is a set A g F suchn
 . p .that m AD A ª 0. The equivalence of completeness of L X, F, m andn
validity of the standard Radon]Nikodym theorem for bounded measures
n < m if and only if there is a m-integrable function f such that
 . .n E s H f du for all E g F is an immediate consequence of results inE
w x w xHagood 10 and Bell and Hagood 2 ; this was first noted explicitly in
w x w xArmstrong 1 . Gangopadhyay 7 characterized completeness in the
broader setting permitting m to be unbounded as follows: L p is complete
 4if and only if for every sequence A in F of sets of finite measuren
 .satisfying m A D A ª 0 as n, m ª `, there is a set A : X such thatn m
 . w x  . pm* AD A ª 0. Armstrong 1 established equivalence of: i L isn
 .  .complete, ii m is countably additive on FrN, and iii F is a s-field.
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3. THE UNBOUNDED CASE
Let m be an unbounded positive measure on F. For each E g F,
Ä 4F s F g F: F : E is a field of subsets of E. The localized Jordan field FE
consists of A : X such that for all E g F of finite measure, A l E is in
Ä  4the Jordan field of F . That is, F s A : X : A l E g F for all E g FE 0
  . 4  .where F s E g F: m E - ` . If m is semifinite, that is, m E s0
  . 4sup m F : F g F , F : E for each E g F, then m extends to a measure0
Ä  .   . 4on F, also called m, satisfying m E s sup m F : F g F , F : E . For any0
 .   .E ; X, m is the measure on F given by m A s sup m F : F g F,E E
4  .F : A l E . The symbol A m denotes the set of bounded measures on F
 .which are absolutely continuous with respect to m; A m is the subclassb
of bounded measures absolutely continuous with respect to a bounded
1 . fcomponent of m. For each f g L X, F, m , m is defined on F by
f  .m E s H f dm.E
p p Ä .  .When m is unbounded, L X, F, m and L X, F, m may no longer
p .agree and several of the characterizations of completeness of L X, F, m
fail, as seen in the following example. Let A be the field of finite and
co-finite subsets of the set of natural numbers N and define a positive
k Ä 4.  4.  .measure m on A by m 2k s 1r2 and m 2k y 1 s 1. Then A s P N
Ä 1 .is a s-field, m is countably additive on ArN and on A, but L N, A, m is
1 1 Ä .  .not complete and L N, A, m / L N, A, m . We will return to this
inequality in the last section.
THEOREM 3. Let m be a positi¨ e semifinite measure on a field F.
Ä .a m is countably additi¨ e on FrN if and only if F is a s-field.
 . P  .b If L X, F, m is complete for all 1 F p - `, then both conditions
 .in a hold.
Ä .  .  4Proof. a « Let E be a sequence in F and let E g F have finiten
 .measure. Then m is countably additive on F rN m ,so by the proof forE E E
w x  .the bounded case in 1 , F is a s-field. Hence, j E l E g F fromE n E
which the result follows.
 . w x ` w x w x¥ Let A be disjoint elements of FrN such that E A s An ns1 n
`  .g FrN, where A , A g F. Only the case where  m A - ` requiresn ns1 n
proof, since countable additivity in the other case is immediate. Now for
` w x w xany E g F such that E : A, E E l A s E g FrN, and since F0 ns1 n E
is also a s-field, the equivalence of the two assertions in the bounded case
 . `  . `  .  .yields m E s  m E l A F  m A . Thus, m A - ` andns1 n ns1 n
 . `  .m A s  m A as desired.ns1 n
 . p .b Whenever L X, F, m is complete, the same is true of
p . w xL E, F , m for any E g F . It follows by 1 that F is a s-field, andE E 0 E
Ähence that F is a s-field.
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THEOREM 4. Let m be a positi¨ e measure on a field F of subsets of a set
X. Then the following assertions are equi¨ alent.
 . p .a L X, F, m is complete for all 1 F p - `.
 .b For each bounded component n of m, n and m y n are separated.
 .c Each open subset of the Stone space of FrN with finite m-outerÃ
measure has m-null boundary.Ã
f 1 .  4d A m s m : f g L where the closures is understood in ¨aria- .b
tion norm.
 .  .  f 1 w x. 4e A m s m : f g L , m* f ) 0 - ` .b
 .  4  .f For e¨ery sequence A in F satisfying m A D A ª 0 asn 0 n m
 .n, m ª `, there is a set A : X such that m* AD A ª 0.n
 .  4  .g For e¨ery increasing sequence E in F such that m E is bounded,n n
 .there is a set E g F satisfying m ED E ª 0.n
f 1 .  .  4Proof. a « d . The inclusion A m = m : f g L is immediate. It .b
 .  f 14remains to show that A m : m : f g L . Let n be a bounded measureb
satisfying n < l where l is a bounded component of m. Using the
w x  4Bochner]Radon]Nikodym theorem 6, IV.9.14 , pick simple functions fn
5 5such that n y Hf dl - 1rn where Hf dl is the measure E ¬ H f dl.n n E n
 .Let M G 1 be a bound for f and choose A g F such that l X R A qn n n n
 . .  . 5 5m y l A - 1r nM . Then f x is integrable and n y Hf x dmn n n A n An n
5 5 < < < <  . 1F n y Hf dl q H f dl q H f d m y l - 3rn. The L limit fn X R A n A nn n
 4 fof the Cauchy sequence f x satisfies the desired equality n s m .n A n
 .  .d « e . This reduces to showing that every bounded component l of
g w x.m has an integral representation l s m with m* g ) 0 - `, for in this
case, if n is a bounded measure satisfying n < l and f is a m-integrable
function satisfying n s m f, then n s m f g. Let l be a bounded component
of m and let g be a nonnegative m-integrable function such that l s m g.
 .Pick a nonnegative simple function h and a set E g F satisfying i
w < < x.  . w < < x  . m* h y g G 1r8 - 1r8, ii h y g G 1r8 : X R E, and iii m X R
. w x w xE - 1r8. Define sets C s E 0 F h F 3r4 and D s E h G 1r4 . Let
a s m y l and for each positive integer n choose F g F such thatn
 .  . n  .  .l X R F q a F - 1r2 . For x g C, g x - 7r8, so l F 7r8 m onn n
 . n  .subsets of C. For any positive integer n, l C l F q 1r2 ) l C l Fn n
 .  .  .  .  . nq a C l F s m C l F G 8r7 l C l F , while l C l F q 1r2 )n n n n
 .  . n  .  n.  .l C . Hence, l C y 1r2 - l C l F - 7r2 , so that l C s 0. Simi-n
 .   ..  .  .larly, a D s 0. Now m D j X R E F m X R E q l D - ` and with
 .g* s g x , H g* dm s H g dm s l H for all H g F proving thatD j  X R E . H H
g* fulfills the desired conditions.
 .  .e « b . Let n be a bounded component of m, and express n by
f w x.  .n s m where m* f ) 0 - `. By e , the Radon]Nikodym theorem
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w x w xholds on any E g F containing f ) 0 . By 2, Theorem 4.5 , m is0 E
self-separated, and the result follows.
 .  .  4  .b « f . Let A be a sequence in F such that m A D A ª 0 asn 0 n m
 .  .n, m ª `. Then n E s lim m E l A defines a bounded component ofn
 4  4m. If V and W is a separation of n and m y n , then A s jVn n n
provides the desired set.
 .  .  . w xf « a . The proof of this and the converse can be found in 7 .
 .  .  4f « g . The sequence E can be replaced by an increasing sequencen
 4  .A in F satisfying A : E and m E R A ª 0. The remainder of then 0 n n n n
argument is standard.
 .  .g « c . Let U be an open subset of the Stone space of FrN with
finite outer measure and let « ) 0. Choose a sequence of sets B g Fn
Ã n .  .satisfying U : jB and m B - m U q «r2. With E s D B ,Ãn n n ks1 k
 .choose E g F satisfying m ED E ª 0. Since E has finite measure, wen
Ã .  .may choose F g F with E : F and m F - m E q «r2. Then U : U : F
 .  .  .  .  .and m E F m B - m U q «r2 F m U q «r2 - m F q «r2 -Ã Ãn
 .m E q « from which the conclusion follows.
 .  .c « b . Let n be a bounded component of m and set a s m y n .
 .For each positive integer n, obtain A g F such that n X R A qn n
yn ` Ã . .  .  .m y n A - 2 . In the Stone space of FrN, n D A s n XÃn ns1 n
` Ã ` Ã .while a D A - 1. Thus U s D A is an open set of finite m-mea-Ã Ãns1 n ns1 n
 .sure extended to the Baire sets , so U R U has zero m-measure. ByÃ
Ã  .compactness, there is a set A g F satisfying U R U : A and m A - 1.0 0 0
` Ã Ã  .  .Being clopen, D A s A for some A g F. Clearly n A s n X , sons0 n
the bounded case in the proof of Theorem 2 applies to m and n on F ,A A A
 4  4yielding a separation V and W of n and m y n . Adding the setsn n A A A
V s B and W s X R A completes the separation.0 0
 .  . w xRemarks. By the proof of the equivalence of a and f in 7 it follows
p . p .that L X, F, m is complete for all 0 F p - ` if and only if L X, F, m
0 .is complete for any single p, 0 F p - `. For this, L X, F, m is the set of
equivalence classes of measurable functions. Suitable norms must be
p .defined on L X, F, m for 0 F p - 1.
 .Part d is a Radon]Nikodym theorem, characterizing measures arising
as integrals. Unlike the classical countably additive case, even when
1 .L X,F, m is complete, s-finiteness of m is not enough to guarantee that
bounded m-continuous measures have Radon]Nikodym derivatives. Con-
sider the field A of finite and cofinite subsets of the set of natural
 .numbers N. Let m be the counting measure on this field and let n E s 0
 . 1 .if E is finite and n E s 1 if E is co-finite. Then L N, A, m is complete,
m is s-finite, and n < m but there is no m-integrable function f for which
n s m f. Instead, the condition analogous to s-finiteness must be placed
on n .
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THEOREM 5. Let m be a positi¨ e measure and n be a measure on a field
F of subsets of a set X and assume that any of the conditions of Theorem 4
 .holds. Then there is a m-integrable function f such that n E s H f dm for allE
E g F if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
 .a n is bounded.
 .b n < m.
 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 4c n X s sup n E : E g F .0
 .  .  .Proof. Assuming a , b , and c , choose sets E g F satisfyingn 0
5 5 . 5 5 .n E ª n X . Then each m is a finite component of m, n < m ,n E E En n n
and n ª n in variation norm, so the implication follows from A m s .E bn
 f 14m : f g L .
The converse is standard.
4. A RADON]NIKODYM THEOREM IN THE
UNBOUNDED CASE
In one sense, Radon]Nikodym Theorems in the classical setting provide
characterizations of absolute continuity and weak absolute continuity
  .  . .m A s 0 « n A s 0, symbolized by n $$ m in terms of integral
representations. When the bounded measures n and m are finitely addi-
tive and the domain is a field of sets, the Bochner]Radon]Nikodym
w xtheorem 6 provides a characterization of absolute continuity. Also,
w xPlachky 12 showed that in this setting n $$ m if and only if there is a net
of m-integrable simple functions whose integrals converge to n on each
measurable set.
Now consider the case where m is unbounded and positive. If n is
 .   . 4positive, define n A s sup n E : E g F , E : A for each A g F. If n0 0
is bounded, the positive and negative parts of n can be defined similarly.0
 4In this case, if there is a sequence f of m-integrable simple functionsn
such that n s lim m f n in variation norm, then clearly n < m. On the0
other hand, if n is bounded and n < m, then for each positive integer n
5 5 . y1we may select a set A of finite m-measure such that n X R A - n .n 0 n
Since n < m and m is finite on A , there is an integrable simple function0 n
5 f n 5 y1f which is zero off of A such that n y m - n where n is then n n n
restriction of n to A . It follows that n s lim m f n, completing the0 n 0
characterization of absolute continuity.
Next, suppose m is unbounded and m, n G 0. If n $$ m and P is any
  .pairwise disjoint finite subcollection of F , define f s  n E r0 P E g P
 ..  .  .  .m E x where n E rm E s 0 if m E s 0. Note that as long as A is aE
 .  .union of members of P, H f dm s n A possibly infinite . Order theA P
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pairwise disjoint finite subcollections of F as follows: P F Q if each set0
 .in P is a union of some sets in Q and consequently jP : jQ . This
 4  .determines a net of simple functions f such that H f dm ª n A forP A P
each A g F . On the other hand, if there exists such a net, then it is easy0
to see that n $$ m. This extends to the case where n is signed as long as
it is bounded above or below. We have proved
THEOREM 6. Let m be a positi¨ e measure and n be a measure on a
field F.
 .a If n is bounded, then n < m if and only if there exists a sequence
 4 f nf of m-integrable simple functions such that n s lim m in ¨ariationn 0
norm.
 .b If n is bounded abo¨e or below, then n $$ m if and only if there is
 4 5 5 .a net f of simple functions such that n A s limH f dm for eacha A a
A g F .0
We now turn to the other perspective on the Radon]Nikodym theorem,
namely the characterization of measures with integral representations. The
development relies on some lattice theoretic properties of measure. Gen-
w xeral notions of lattices and projections may be found in 5, 13 ; some
w xspecific properties dealing with bounded measures may be found in 2 .
Suppose m is a measure that is bounded above or below and l is a
bounded positive measure. Then mqn mys 0 and m s mqy my. For any
 .positive measure n , the projection of n onto l is the measure P n sl
 4sup n n kl: k g N . The operator P is additive on positive measures andl
 .  q.hence can be extended to m by means of the formula P m s P m yl l
 y.  .  .  .  .  .P m . It follows that P m " n s P m " P n and P cm s cP ml l l l l l
 .for any real number c. When m is bounded, P m is the l-continuousl
component of m. For any two bounded positive measures l and h,
P P s P .l h ln h
Let m be a positive measure and n be a bounded measure such that
aq  . a, b.qn < m. For real numbers 0 - a - b, define m s P m , m snyam .
 . b aq a, b. bqq yP m and m s m y m y m .nyam . n nybm . a
LEMMA. Suppose that n is a bounded positi¨ e measure, m is a positi¨ e
measure, and a and b are real numbers such that n < m and 0 - a - b.
Then
 . a, b. a, b.  .q  .y a, b.a am F n < n y am n n y bm < m .
 . aq aq  .q aqb am F n < n y am < m .
 . x xc n s xm for all x ) a.a a
 . x xd m s m for all x ) b.a b
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 . x xe m s 0 and n s 0 except for at most countably many x ) 0,
where m x s m x for any c - x.c
 .  .f If for each « ) 0 there is a set E g F such that n X R E - « ,0
then n aqª n as a ª 0.
 . x  4  4  .yg If m s 0 and V and W is a separation of n y xm andn n
 .q   ..n y xm then m X R V j W ª 0 as n ª `.n n
 .Proof. a The absolute continuity results are straightforward. For the
 .q  .y q yinequality, since n y xm n n y xm s 0, 0 F P n ynyam . n nybm .
.q.  . a, b. a, b.  .q yam s P n y am s n y am . The proof of b isnyam . n nybm .
similar.
 .For c ,
q y
q qP n y xm s P n y xm y n y xm .  .  . .nyam . nyam .
y
q qs P n y xm y P n y xm .  . .nyxm . nyam .
y
q q ys P n y xm y P n y xm .  . .nyxm . nyam . n nyxm .
s P q n y xm q P q y n y xm . .  . .nyxm . nyam . n nyxm .
Note that n x y xm x is the difference of the right and left hand sides of thea a
equality.
 . xd Let a - b - x and let P represent projection onto m . Thenx a
P n aqy bmaq s P n aqy xmaqq x y b maq .  . .x x
s n x y xm x q x y b P maq s x y b m x . .  .  .a a x a
Thus,
x y b P m x s P P n aqy bmaq s P P n aqy bmaq .  .  . .b a b x x b
s P n b y bmb s 0 .x a a
which yields m x n mb s 0. Also, m x and ma, x . are disjoint, so m x anda a a a
ma, b. are disjoint as well. Since m x F maqs ma, b. q mb q mbq, m x < mbq.a a a
bq x  x.  aq a, x .Letting P represent projection onto m , m s P m s P m y ma a
xq. bq b, x . xq xy m s m y m y m s m .b
 . x i aqe Note that for any collection a - x - x - ??? - x , m F m .1 2 n
 . ay a aqf Use the fact that n s n q n q n where the first term onE E E E
 .ythe right hand side is the projection of n onto n y am . By argu-E E E
 .  .ments similar to those in a and b , the first two terms on the right hand
side are bounded by am .E
 .  .y  .q aq g For any 0 - a - x, xm s n y xm y n y xm q n q n y
aq.n . The last term may be made small by choosing a sufficiently small.
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Also, n aqs n a, x . q n xq; these two components of n aq are easily seen to
 .y  .qbe absolutely continuous with respect to n y xm and n y xm , respec-
tively.
THEOREM 7. Let m be a positi¨ e measure and n be a measure on a field
F of subsets of a set X. Then the following are equi¨ alent.
 .  .a There is a m-integrable function f such that n E s H f dm for allE
E g F.
 .  .b i n is bounded.
 .ii n < m.
 .iii n y xm has a Hahn separation for each x / 0.
 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 4iv n X s sup n E : E g F .0
 .  .  .  .  4Proof. a « b . Properties i and ii are immediate. Let f be an
< <sequence of integrable simple functions such that H f y f dm ª 0.X n
 .Property iv holds with E taken as the support of f . By choosing an n
 4 w < <subsequence if necessary, we may assume that f satisfies m* f y f Gn n
yn x. yny1 w < <2 - 2 . Now choose x / 0. Let D g F satisfy D : f y f -n n n
yn x  . yny1 w yn x2 and m X R D - 2 . Define sets A s D f - x y 2 andn n n n
w yn xB s D f ) x q 2 . Since f - x on A and f ) x on B , A l B s Bn n n n n n m
 .y .  .q .for all n and m, and n y xm B s n y xm A s 0. With F sn n n
 . < < ynq1 < < < <  .D R A j B and n chosen so large that x y 2 ) x r2, x m Fn n n n
 < < ynq1.  . < < 5 5 .  . 5- 2 x y 2 m F F 2H f dm s 2 n F . Thus, m F - ` and nn F n nn
5 . < < ynq1  . ynq2 5 5 . < <y xm F s H f y x dm - 2 m F - 2 n X r x from whichn F nn
the conclusion follows.
 .  .  4  .b « a . First take n G 0. Let x be a dense sequence in 0, ` suchn
x n  4  4that m s 0. Obtain Hahn separations V , W of n y x m and, usingn, i n, i n
set operations, arrange these so that V : V and W : W wheneverm , i n, i n, i m , i
x - x . Let V s D V and W s D W . Put x s 0 and W s X.m n n i n, i n i n, i 0 0
 .  4Using property iv , obtain a pairwise disjoint sequence E in F suchn 0
 n .  .  .  .that n D E ª n X . Note that n A s n A l E for each A in F.is1 i n
 .  4  .Define f by f s s sup x : s g W whenever s g E s jE and f s s 0n n k
n w xotherwise. Put f s  f x . From the bounded case 2 , f x is m-n ks1 E Ek k
 .integrable and n A l E s H f x dm for every A in F. By the Vitalik A Ekw xconvergence theorem 6, III.3.6 , the result will follow once we prove that
w < < x  n . . f ª f in measure. Now f y f G x : X R D E l W j Xn n m ks1 k m , i
 ..   ..R V j W for each m and i. By the lemma, m X R V j Wm , i m , i m , i m , i
 n . .ª 0 as i ª `. Since n y x m G 0 on W , m X R D E l W Fm m , i ks1 k m , i
y1  n .x n X R D E , which converges to 0 as needed.m ks1 k
 q .q  qNow let n be signed and x ) 0. Then n y xm s n y xm y n y
.y y.xm q n . Since the two terms on the right hand side are disjoint, the
uniqueness of the Jordan decomposition for bounded measures implies
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 .q .  q .q .  .y .  q .y .that n y xm A s n y xm A and n y xm A s n y xm A
y .q n A for each set A of finite m measure. Thus any Hahn separation
for n y xm is also a Hahn separation for nqy xm. It follows that nq has a
Radon]Nikodym derivative g with respect to m. A similar treatment
applies to yield a Radon]Nikodym derivative h for ny, making f s g y h
the desired Radon]Nikodym derivative of n with respect to m.
 . .  .Remark. Condition b iii of the theorem may be replaced by iii9
n y xm has a Hahn decomposition on F for each x / 0. As a result, some
of the sequence arguments in the proof may be reformulated using sets
in F.
5. THE INTEGRAL OF MAHARAM
w xIn 11 , Maharam used a Daniell approach to define an integral with
respect to semifinite measures. This provides a convenient characterization
of measurability as well as an extension of Dunford's first integral.
Throughout this section, m is a positive measure. Whenever m is bounded,
Maharam's approach, using upper and lower integrals based on simple
functions for truncated integrands and then suprema for general inte-
grands, is equivalent to Dunford's first integral. When m is unbounded, a
nonnegative function f is locally measurable if f x is measurable for allA
A g F ; its integral is given by Hf dm s sup Hf x dm where A ranges over0 A
F . This extends to signed functions f in the natural fashion. A function f :0
< <X ª R is M-integrable if it is locally measurable and f has a finite
integral. A major consequence of Maharam's approach is that a nonnega-
w xtive function f on X for which f G t has finite inner measure for all
Äw xpositive t is locally measurable if and only if f G t g F for all but
w x w xcountably many t ) 0. The set f G t may be replaced by any of f ) t ,
w x w xf F t , f - t and ``all but countably many t ) 0'' may be replaced by ``all
p .t in a dense set.'' Let M X, F, m denote the normed linear space of
equivalence classes of locally measurable functions f for which Maharam's
< < pintegral of f is finite using the standard norm. A sequence of measur-
 4  4able functions f converges to f locally in measure if f x converges inn n A
measure to f x for each A g F .A 0
THEOREM 8. Suppose 1 F p - `, m is a semifinite positi¨ e measure on
 4 p . p .F, f is a sequence in M X, F, m , and f : X ª R. Then f g M X, F, mn
5 5and f y f ª 0 if and only if the following conditions hold:pn
 .  4a f con¨erges to f locally in measure;n
 . < < pb The measures E ¬ H f dm are uniformly m-absolutely continu-E n
ous;
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 . < < pc For each « ) 0, there is a set A g F such that H f dm - «0 X R A n
for all n.
 .  .  .Proof. Assuming a , b , and c , local measurability and local integra-
bility of f follow from the classical result. For each « ) 0, choose A g F0
< < p p < < psuch that H f dm - « for all n. Whenever A : B g F , H f dmX R A n 0 A
< < p < < p < < p < < pqH f dm s H f dm s lim H f dm F lim H f dm qB R A B nª` B n nª` A n
< < p < < p p p .sup H f dm F H f dm q « . Thus, f g M X , F, m andB R A n A
< < p p 5 5H f dm F « . With N so large that f x y f x - « wheneverpX R A n A A
5 5 5 5n G N, it follows that f y f F 3« for n G N so that f y f con-p pn n
verges to 0 as claimed.
The proof of the classical Vitali convergence theorem applies to the
converse.
Remark. Note that if f is nonnegative and M-integrable, the measure
 .  .   .n on F given by n E s H f dm satisfies the identity n B s sup n A :E
Ä4A : B, A g F . This permits extension of n to a measure on F, which we0
continue to denote by n .
THEOREM 9. Let m be a positi¨ e semifinite measure on F and n be a
signed measure on F. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .a There is an M-integrable function f such that n E s H f dm for allE
ÄE g F.
 .  .b i n is bounded;
 .ii n < m;
 . 5 5 . 5 5 . 4iii n X s sup n E : E g F ;0
 .iv For all but countably many x, n y xm has a Hahn decompo-
Äsition on F.
 .  .  .  .Proof. Assume that a holds. Properties i , ii , and iii are immedi-
Äw xate. For any t ) 0 such that f G t g F and any A g F , there exist0
 4  4 w xsequences B and C in F such that B : A f G t : C for each nn n 0 n n
 .   x.  .  .and m C R B ª 0. Then n A f G t s lim n B G t lim m B sn n n n
 w x.tm A f G t . For B g F, taking suprema over A g F , A : B, yields0
Ä w x.  w x.n B f G t G tm B f G t . Since the extensions of n and m to F rely on
Äsimilar suprema, the inequality persists for all B g F. The inequality
 w x.  w x.n B f F t F tm B f F t holds similarly, yielding the Hahn decomposi-
w x w x  .tion f F t , f G t for n y tm. Thus, iv follows from Maharam's ordinate
set criterion.
 .Now suppose b holds. As in Theorem 7 it suffices to take n G 0. Pick a
 4  .countable dense set x in 0, ` such that each n y x m has a Hahnn n
Ädecomposition on F. Let V , W be such Hahn decompositions, modifiedn n
as necessary to ensure that V : V and W : W whenever x - x . Putm n n m m n
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 .  4x s 0, V s B, and W s X. Define f s s sup x : s g W . Then0 0 0 n n
w xf G x s W , so that f is locally measurable. For any A g F , the pairn n 0
V l A, W l A serves as a Hahn decomposition for n y x m , and forn n A n A
 .  4  .all s g A, f s s sup x : s g W l A . As in Theorem 7, n E l A sn n
Ä  .H f x dm for all E g F. In light of iii , taking suprema over A g FE A 0
 .yields the identity n E s H f dm.E
LEMMA. Suppose m is a semifinite positi¨ e measure on a field F of subsets
p p Ä .  .of a set X and 1 F p - `. Then M X, F, m y L X, F, m .
p .Proof. Suppose f g M X, F, m . We may assume that f is nonnega-
tive. Obtain A g F and simple functions s supported on A satisfyingk 0 k k
< < p yk < < p yk  wH f dm - 2 , s F f , H f y s dm - 2 , and m* A f y s GX R A k A k k kk kyk x. yk2 - 2 . For « ) 0, use Maharam's measurability criterion to get
Ä Ä 4  x w xd - min « , 1 such that f y s G d g F for all k and f G d g F. For kk
1yk 1qp  .w x. wso large that 2 - d , 2m X R A f G d - d . Thus, m* f y s Gk k
x.  w yk x.  .w x.« F m* A f y s G 2 q m X R A f G d - d . Hence, f is mea-k k k
 4surable in the standard sense. Also, s is a determining sequence for f.k
p Ä p . < <Thus, f g L X, F, m and the two integrals of f agree. The reverse
inclusion is immediate.
THEOREM 10. Let m be a semifinite positi¨ e measure on a field F of
subsets of a set X. Then the following are equi¨ alent.
 .a m is countably additi¨ e on FrN.
Ä .b F is a s-field.
 . p .c M X, F, m is complete for all 1 F p - `.
 . 5 5 .d For each bounded, m-continuous measure n satisfying n X s
5 5 . 4 1 . fsup n E : E g F , there exists f g M X, F, m such that n s m . That is,0
f 1  .4j A m : E g F s m : f g M X, F, m . 4 .E 0
 .e The standard Radon]Nikodym theorem holds on sets of finite
 .  f 1 .4measure, that is, for each E g F , A m s m : f g L E, F , m .0 E E E E
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of a and b has been dealt with Theorem 3 .
 . w xWhenever b holds in the case of bounded m, Armstrong 1 proved that
m is countably additive on the Jordan field. This extends to the unbounded
case in a straightforward fashion and together with the lemma this leads to
 .  .  .  . c . Finally, the string of equivalences c « d « e « F is a s-fieldA
.  .for each A g F « b follows easily, completing the proof.0
Remark. The lemma also permits a characterization of the inequality
p p Ä .  .L X, F, m / L X, F, m when m is a semifinite positive measure and
p p Ä .  .1 F p - `. In fact, L X, F, m / L X, F, m if and only if there is a
Ä 4  .  .pairwise disjoint sequence E in F such that for E s jE , i E g F, iii 0 i
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 .  .   . 4m B s ` for all B g F containing E, and iii sup m B : B : E, B g F0
 .  4s m E - `. If E is such a sequence, straightforward arguments showi i
that x g M p R L p. For the converse, let f be a nonnegative function inE
p p  4M R L . Choose a pairwise disjoint sequence G in F such thati 0
H f p dm s Hf p dm. Then n f x ª f in M p but not in L p. We mayG is1 Gn i
assume that f is 0 off of G s jG . The lack of convergence in L p andi
p p w x wequality of L and M on sets of finite measure 11 imply that m* f G
x. w x« s ` for sufficiently small « . Choose 0 - d - « such that f G « g
Ä Äw x w x. w xF, f G d g F, and m* f G « s `. Choose E g F such that G f G «i 0 i
w x  4  .  .  .: E : G f G d . The sequence E satisfies properties i , ii , and iii .i i i
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